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Someone asked me the other day,

"Now that you're retired. what do

you do?" I answered: I amused

myself by growing old, after all this
is a full time job. Up to now, I am

not bored. I often wondered rvhY

every physician needs to be fullY
occupied; maybe this way of life will
keep us out of mischief; from
contemplating life's greater question

such as its meaning and purpose.

Hopping from patient to patient,
from surgery to surgery had made us

feel an inordinate degree of self-
importance and self-worship !

However, retirement allows one

to so called do things one always

wanted to do but could not find time
and the necessary resources to do

them. I sensed during the last few
months of retirement that I found the

metaphysical space 10 re flect.

rejuvenate and to attempt to relnvent
myself.

First: To reflect on the steps

taken on my tortuous medical career-
general practice, psychiatry,
pathology and finally ophthalmology.
I quit psychiatry because my patients

kept talking to me and I could not
solve their problems; I lell pathology

because my patients were unable to
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talk to me.; I settled on

ophthalmology because it gave me

prompt therapeutic answet and

appealed to my manual dexterity to
work on one sensory organ. But this
field had its stressful effect. If my
patients could not see well in a few
weeks, it was my fault regardless of
circumstances. If patients died, it is

God's will.
I also pondered: what if I became

a full time shrink, what if my wife
did not marry me, what if I remained
in U.S. and did not move to
Hongkong in the 70's, what if I had

no children? Then the worst thought
haunts me that I am only a mortal;
how I may gain a small inkling of
immortality through my limited
spiritual and physical legacy unto my
sons and grandchildren! These are

questions that never came to my
mind be fore my retirement.

Second: Rejuvenation: DefinitelY,
I am not getting any younger. But I
feel refreshed and mentally keener to
recapture some of my intellectual
vigor and fervor of my younger days.

I regain interest and curiosity in other

fields than medicine such as finances,

economics, political and philosophical

thoughts, literature and golf.



Third: The process of reinventing
myself. Now this is the most difficult
task. Do I now sit here and mark
time for inevitable biological decay
or launch myself into other
disciplines. Or is it too late to do so?

Can I say with ease. "I had run a
good race, had I put in my best effort
in this life?" Or just crowing over my
little harvest and wait for the winter
to come ! I have yet to find those
answers. In closing, I could not help
but ask for a continuing attitude in
my life to be grateful for whatever
had taken place in my private
journey, thus the following verses:--

Ah, God if not for Thy grace
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I would have failed in my healing
art.

If not with Thy wings,
I would stay in the valley of

mediocrity.
If not for Thy mercy,
I would have stumbled over pride

& passion.

Let gratitude stay with my life,
For Thou had led me through
Adversity and abundance,
Solitude and family,
Despair and hope,
Failure and success.
Above all, Thou had allowed me

be
A channel to humanity bless! A
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